**Redmine - Defect #2109**

**Context menu is being submitted twice per right click**

2008-10-29 18:57 - Eric Davis
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<tr>
<td>Category:</td>
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<td>Estimated time:</td>
<td>0.00 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target version:</td>
<td>1.3.0</td>
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<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Resolution:</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</table>

**Description**

The right click context menu on issues is being submitted twice for each right click. You can see it right here on Redmine.org:

1. Go to issues list
2. Select some issues
3. Right click
4. Notice multiple POST requests sent in Firebug

I'm not sure but it looks like at the end of the `click` function in `context_menu.js`, the Right Click is being called even though it's already bound above. Can someone else confirm this issue for me?

- Browser: Firefox 3
- OS: Linux

**Related issues:**

Has duplicate Redmine - Defect #5491: context_menu javascript POST'ed twice o...

Closed 2010-05-10

**Revision 6195 - 2011-07-08 11:58 - Toshi MARUYAMA**

Fixed: context menu is being submitted twice per right click (#2109).

Contributed by Emilio Carlos da Palma.

**History**

**#1 - 2008-11-07 17:25 - Jean-Philippe Lang**

I'm not able to reproduce this issue. Only one POST request is sent when right-clicking:

- Browser: Firefox 3
- OS: Win XP

LiveHTTPHeaders gives me:

GET /projects/redmine/issues
POST /projects/redmine/issues/context_menu ids%5B%5D=2143&ids%5B%5D=2139&ids%5B%5D=2134&ids%5B%5D=2133

Can you check with something else than Firebug please ?

**#2 - 2008-11-07 18:56 - Eric Davis**

Jean-Philippe Lang wrote:

Can you check with something else than Firebug please ?

- OS: Debian Linux
- Browser: Firefox 3 (Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.9.0.1) Gecko/2008071618 Iceweasel/3.0.1 (Debian-3.0.1-1))
- Redmine version: Trunk, r1990 (git: 63c72fe87f901a6a9f6ff1981a4e93a366be05f1 )

Sure here is the [development.log](#), [production.log](#), and [HTTPFox results](#).
I can confirm the issue. We have the same problem when using Firefox (3.0.11) from Linux, while right click from Firefox (3.0.11) from Windows XP is sending only one request.

I commented out “this.RightClick(e);” which is called near the end of the Click()-Method, and it seems to work fine now (so far). I just don’t understand, what that call was meant for? Maybe it’s from an earlier version where you handled left and right clicks in one method?

Regards
Chris
Google chrome calls once.

$ rpm -q google-chrome-stable
google-chrome-stable-11.0.696.71-86024.i386

#6 - 2011-07-08 12:07 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Target version set to 1.3.0
- Resolution set to Fixed

I confirmed note 4 patch works fine on Windows.

- Firefox 3.5.19
- IE 8.0.6001.19088
- Google chrome 12.0.742.112
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